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Tender but tough: Australia’s Tydi asks ‘I
Thought I Was Enough’
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SECRET PROJECT FESTIVAL
RETURNS TO AMSTERDAM DANCE
EVENT – ADE 2022
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH THE
MASTERFUL DUO BUBBA
BROTHERS
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UNTOLD 2022 RECAP: ROMANIA’S
DANCE MUSIC FESTIVAL WAS BACK
AND IT...
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SÉBASTIEN LÉGER REMIXES ABOVE
& BEYOND AND ANAMĒ’S VOCAL
HIT –...
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TOMORROWLAND FESTIVAL
PRESENTS ERIC PRYDZ HOLO AT
AMSTERDAM DANCE EVENT –...
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Australian award-winning ace Tyson Illingworth brings his chart-topping, Global
Soundsystem game to meet Be Yourself benchmarks with pop-ready firepower.
After Caitlin Allan sets the ball rolling with sensitive, high-reaching vocals
doubling as a diary confessional, TyDi rocks foundations with a fierce electro-bass
roller, giving this collaboration a spiky edge over its competition.
TyDi’s considerable discography is matched by his achievements both academic (as a
graduate of Queensland’s high-status Conservatorium of Music) and sonic (#1 dance chart
spots across the globe, column inches in the LA Times and as one of DJ Magazine’s top 100
DJs).
As a main attraction at festivals all over the world, Illingworth nails the complete package
category by showing the benefit of branching out and never standing still, composing for a
broad range of high profile brands including Disney, Stella Artois and Swarovski.
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‘I Thought I Was Enough’ is all about timing, easygoing melodies leaning on acoustic
guitars and strings and naturally knowing how to reach out emotionally with Allan at her
peak. Then TyDi lets the bulging bass notes go, making this highly charged house music in
more ways than one. You’ve guessed it, just one listen will never be enough.
Listen to the track below!
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ANDRY BOSK
https://www.ravejungle.com/

C.F.O of Rave Jungle, and festival addict. I like to DJ in my spare time. Get in touch with
me via email.
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